
 

 



 

 

In 1995, Shadowkat Nightson moved to the city that gave him his name many years prior and made it his home: Indianapolis. 

 

While establishing the groundwork for Nightsons, Shadow made use of his time in the city to make more essential connections. In 1998, a 

friend connected Shadow with the East Side’s very own 4-Dog from Blak Danjah. 

 

4-Dog was striking out on his own as a solo artist, and he wanted to establish his own sound & identity. Armed with a Roland XP-50, Shadow 

crafted one song for 4-Dog titled “Blindside” and had a featured verse on the song. That was supposed to be the end of it, but both 4-Dog & 

Shadow had a great experience creating the record. That led to Shadow producing 4-Dog’s 

“LIFE, LOYALTY & LOOT” debut. Many weekends were spent on the road, driving to Dayton, 

OH to work with legendary producer/engineer Moe Beats on 4-Dog’s project. 

 

One of the key aspects of the album was Shadow being featured vocally on most of the rec-

ords, which led to 4-Dog & Shadow forming the duo aptly named Black Venom Saga. Shadow 

& 4-Dog would proceed to create an incredible amount of music. Always writing as a team 

and challenging each other to create the most compelling verses & hooks, the number of 

songs that Black Venom Saga had accumulated began taking on a life of its own. Together, 

they A&R’d a massive compilation album titled “BLACK VENOM SAGA” featuring Rhymefest, 

Mike Payne, Sho-Down, Trillogy, Tex Message & Tha Parker Brothaz, just to name several. 



 

 

The recording sessions that led to this project also marked the beginning of a working relationship 

between Shadow and his future business partner, music veteran, producer & engineer virtuoso 

Warren ‘Three V’ Harris and 625 Entertainment’s Trillogy. 

 

Fellow Nightson Greenlaw already had a relationship with 625 Entertainment, and he introduced 

them to Shadow. Reddy Rock. Alpha Live. Onree. Brooklyn Ben. These were just the initial members 

of their organization to make an impression on Shadow. The only other time Shadow witnessed this 

type of comradery, talent & professionalism in Indianapolis was 4-Dog & the Blak Danjah Clik; so, 

this was an incredible welcome exchange of music & ideas. Ironically, 625 was already working with 

Three V. 

 

So, while Shadow became one of Three V’s most loyal & consistent clients and continued working 

on music with 4-Dog, Shadow’s evolving relationship & mentoring of 625 resulted in him helping 

them release the debut album from Trillogy titled “HEAT”. During this time, Shadow had  begun 

working with Reddy Rock’s cousin Kenny Kixx, DJ Indiana Jones, Chicago MC Rhymefest (who 

Shadow continues to manage to this day), B-Swift, Nappyville (consisting of Rokstar & Truly) and a 

score of deejays & emcees from Indianapolis. During this time, Shadow & Three V also helped 4-

Dog, Zero & Bamboo release their own full-length Blak Danjah album titled “THE GETBACK”. 



 

 

The landscape was changing rapidly, and Shadow was in a position to influence, produce & mentor an incomprehensible number of talented 

people in the city, as a result of all of these relationships. But, something even more powerful began to take shape that would define 

Nightsons for the foreseeable future. 

 

As for 625, Reddy Rock made it his mission to present Nightsons to the city. He & his team put the brand on their backs and made sure people 

knew the team that was capable of making things happen. During Reddy Rock’s first appearance on RAP CITY for BET, his DJ table had a large 

banner that proudly displayed the logos of 625 Entertainment, Nightsons & wigSPLITTER DJ’s, a collective of record pooling talent in the city 

that included Kenny Kixx, Shadow, B-Swift, Reddy Rock, DJ JF, DJ Duck, DJ Flip, DJ Marcus Wain & MC Al B, just to name several. 625 & 

Nightsons’ missions were one and the same, so both entities lobbied continuously for the other. 

 

One day, Three V had a proposal for Shadow for a situation he never imagined: HE WANTED TO JOIN NIGHTSONS.  Stunned, Shadow agreed, 

immediately. Three V states, "My first impression was that the individuals involved were dedicated to and serious about the art and science of 

Hip-Hop. That thought was backed up in every session that happened with Nightsons as a paying client for Harris Hitz Studios. I wanted to join 

to make myself a part of something that had potentially the best and smartest minds locally in the game where I would be able to co-exist and 

grow with." This led to Nightsons forming an infrastructure that supported shareholders and advanced music production & distribution.  

 

Shortly thereafter, Beatroom, a longtime friend of Shadow’s who was also providing groundbreaking production for the crew, formally joined 

Nightsons. Beatroom states, “I was attracted to the idea of joining Nightsons because of the level of attention paid to quality control, the 

chance to be a part of a proven production results-driven machine and the opportunity to soak up ALL of the game that was/continues to be 

placed before me.” 



 

 

At this point, Nightsons had three owners while leaving room to add more: Shadow, Three V 

& Beatroom. Under this new partnership, they released “THE HURT GAME” digital album and 

set the tone for the future of the company. Unrelenting, uncompromising, forward-thinking 

compositions that defied time; this was the mission. 

 

All of the aforementioned relationships still stand, to this day. Nightsons does not make a 

move without stamps of approval from Kixx, Rock or Swift. 4-Dog still answers the call of 

battle whenever needed. Shadow still stands ready to give these individuals and more the 

support they need for their endeavors. 

 

 

 

So, the story of Nightsons begins in Howard County and culminates in Marion County. Indianapolis. Naptown. But, the story is far from over. 

This NAPTOWN project you are experiencing is just a fraction of the work that Nightsons produced, engineered, influenced, coordinated and/

or administrated during this formative period of time. 

 

There’s still a period of time to discuss… an age of kings. 



 

 

1. Naptown (feat. Trillogy) 

 Produced by Beatroom. 

2. Venomous (feat. 4-Dog, Shadowkat Nightson & Brenda K) 

 Produced by 4-Dog & Warren ‘Three V’ Harris. 

3. Get Gone (feat. Shadowkat Nightson, Sho-Down & 4-Dog) 

 Produced by Shadowkat Nightson. 

4. Zero (feat. Trillogy) 

 Produced by CoachRedd. 

5. Supa Clean (feat. Nappyville & Onree) 

 Produced by Rokstar. 

6. Boss (feat. Shadowkat Nightson & 4-Dog) 

 Produced by Shadowkat Nightson. 



 

 

7. Outside (feat. Trillogy) 

 Produced by Warren ‘Three V’ Harris. 

8. R.N.L. (feat. Shadowkat Nightson & 4-Dog) 

 Produced by Shadowkat Nightson. 

9. Birthday (feat. Trillogy) 

 Produced by Rokstar & CoachRedd. 

10. Where We From (feat. 4-Dog & Shadowkat Nightson) 

 Produced by LZ. 

11. Shut It Down (feat. Trillogy) 

 Produced by Warren 'Three V' Harris. 

12. Down-N-Dirty (feat. Zero, Wiz, J-Remedy, Fo-Doose, Greenlaw, Sho-Down, Shadowkat Nightson & 4-Dog) 

 Produced by 4-Dog & Warren ‘Three V’ Harris. Intro vocals by Bamboo. 
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